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to help you successfully
connect with the active
lifestyle and fitness audience.



An experienced design agency, delivering award winning and commercially effective 

creative with a proven track record of helping our clients drive sales and distribution 

through our unique design expertise.

We believe the best results come from the partnership and collaboration of working 

closely with our clients. Embracing their knowledge and understanding of the market in 

order to really understand the project at hand and deliver on their commercial goals.

By overlaying our unique cross-category experience and expertise we develop a strategic, 

consumer insight-led foundation for the creative to be built on. Delivering designs that are 

relevant to the audience and connect with consumers at every touch point.

We are Design Activity We specialise in...

campaign strategy, brand activation, point of sale, in-store theatre, experiential

strategy, design concepts, structure, artwork and print production

on-screen presentations, trade sell-in kits, sales materials

branded packaging

shopper marketing

trade comms



Understanding a category and recognising the consumer need-states that drive behaviour 

and decisions in-store and online is crucial in the process of creating Branded Packaging and 

Shopper Marketing campaigns that stand out from the crowd and connect with consumers.

Having partnered with a range of sports and nutrition brands across all aspects of active 

lifestyle and fitness products, Design Activity has built a wealth of knowledge and insights into 

consumer purchase decisions within your category.

This booklet showcases 9 brand insights that will enhance your ability to connect with your 

consumer and reach new audiences, demonstrated through real design projects combining 

strategy and creative that have all made a genuine difference for our clients.

We know your category The opportunity is now
COVID-19 has resulted in 76% of Brits taking up a new form of exercise during lock-down with 81% 

intending to keep up the new routine*. So with consumers striving to focus more on their overall lifestyle 

and fitness choices it will in turn lead to an increased interest in active lifestyle products and brands, 

ultimately creating increased opportunities for growth in the sports and fitness industry.

However, the active lifestyle category is not living up to consumer expectations...

Furthermore, consumer buying habits have been shifting more towards online shopping for some time and 

recent events have accelerated this, with 56% consumers say they expect to do more online shopping in 

2021 than they have in previous years.**** 

Source     *Nuffield Health May 2020     **HIM August 2020     ***Shopper Intelligence 2020     ****Klarna 2020

Loyalty is currently low
Only 25% of 25-34yr olds 
have a preference to
one active lifestyle brand.** 

Consumers are watching their spend
As the UK falls into recession brands 
will need to work hard to justify the 
high prices active lifestyle products 
typically command.***

There is a clear lack of visibility
Only 29% of shoppers walking past 
the sport and nutrition category 
in-store actually see it, which is well 
below the average of 42%.***



Todays consumers are connecting with brands like never before.

They research to build up their product knowledge, but purchase based on the 

emotional feeling created by the brand. It is these emotional connections that 

build strong brand loyalty.

This is especially prevalent in the sports and nutrition categories. If consumers 

feel they can relate to the brand beyond a functional need it triggers an emotional 

response which is proving to be one of the main drivers in purchase behaviour.

Connect with your consumer



1
With a continuously evolving competitive set, it’s crucial for both new and existing brands to 

establish a clear brand positioning, to find a space they can own in order to maximise their USP and 

brand proposition. Expressed though a visually compelling graphic, tone of voice and messaging.

Despite their expertise and heritage, Vulkan’s brand share was being eroded by new brands entering 

the market. They recognised the need to reposition themselves to give retailers a compelling reason 

to stock their range and re-capture consumers hearts and minds. 

Our strategic platform ‘freedom to move’ provided a clear, single minded proposition delivered through a 

softer yet dynamic tone of voice for the brand. The creative styling sets the benchmark for the category, 

with assets adaptable to all touch-points. Getting their consumers back to doing what they love.

Vulkan

Get the right brand positioning 



2
The sports and nutrition categories’ primary focus is inspiring consumers to become the best version 

of themselves; so trust in a brand to deliver on their promise is paramount. Consumers need to have 

absolute confidence that the brand they identify with is the real deal... it’s their badge of honour!

Having a USP of being the only vending retailer specialising in Sports Nutrition, and with a strong 

ethos of customer satisfaction at its heart, Nutrivend needed a brand identity and digital styling 

that reflected their authenticity and projected trust, professionalism and reliability. 

A strong, bold brand identity and corporate styling was essential in helping to establish Nutrivend as 

the leader in their category. The identity we created combined simple styling with a dynamic colour 

palette. Delivering a distinctive look and feel across all aspects of brand communication.

Nutrivend

Build a strong brand identity



3
With so many new products entering the sports and nutrition categories, standing out from the crowd 

is harder than ever. A pack needs to strike the right balance of category language and consumer 

trends whilst being unique and ownable in order to be eye catching both in-store and online.

A sports nutrition start-up targeting consumers with advertising through social media. They wanted 

a pack design optimised for the digital space to create an ‘Instagram brand’ ... highlighting key range 

features that were easy to understand at a glance. 

Our contemporary design is clean and simple and uses powerful on-pack messaging hierarchy to define 

each product. Striking gradient colours contrast against the white background for maximum impact. 

Engaging consumers and building an instantly recognisable iconic look. 

Super Foods

Create an iconic pack design



4
When it comes to selling into the trade you only have one chance to make a lasting impression. 

Capturing and retaining the interest of the buyer is paramount, so it’s worth investing in a compelling 

and engaging trade presentation to maximise the opportunity to get your products listed.

After a complete redesign of their Pro 2 GO brand, Sci MX were looking to showcase their new

look to the trade across their extensive range of products. Elevating their new product proposition 

and conveying the supporting marketing story - all whilst providing a real ‘wow’ factor.

Production budgets were limited, so we structurally engineered a multi-functional box. Adaptable 

compartments and removable panels enabled the boxes to have bespoke product combinations for 

different trade channels whilst providing opening theatre and the ability to send through the post.

Pro 2 Go

Deliver a compelling trade story



5
As the category continues to grow, consumer purchase decisions in-store are becoming increasingly 

overwhelming. To maximise the chance of purchase conversion, your brand USP must be clear and 

supported by a visually engaging graphic with an easy to understand product navigation system.

Driven by insights into consumer purchase decisions, we redesigned Sorbothane’s range of 

sports insoles to dramatically simplify the pack and introduce clear colour coding to help define 

and differentiate their range of products... enhancing the consumer shopping experience.

We created a POS campaign with direct product related messaging combined with dynamic imagery 

that consumers would aspire to. The high impact, bold colours of the products contrast against the 

black background whilst emphasising the good, better, best arrangement of the product tiering.

Sorbothane

Execute a striking POS campaign



Modern consumers are increasingly willing to trial new brands and products.

As more brands and products enter the sports and nutrition market, what is deemed 

‘new and innovative’ is continually being redefined, which results in consumers 

being much more flexible about the brands they use and the products they buy.

By opening up your brand to new opportunities and targeting consumers with a 

diverse offering you have greater potential to reach new audiences, driving trial and 

awareness of your products beyond that of your core offering.

Reach new audiences



6
Multipacks are traditionally seen as a way of achieving a better value price based on quantity of 

products. However, they can also provide brands with the ability to bundle together a cross section 

of products within a range, driving trial of different SKU’s and increasing consumer repertoire.

Gatorade's core range of energy drinks were well established and easily understood by consumers, 

but the introduction of their newer Pre and Post exercise products were struggling to gain traction 

as consumers were confused their about usage and occasion.

Our range of multipack solutions for the G series pro range helped convey the ‘essential’ nature of the 

products and linked them to a ‘before, during and after’ routine to make the usage clear. Three options 

targeted at different price points enabled Gatorade to drive trial with a wider range of consumers.

Gatorade

Drive trial using multipacks



7
Creating limited edition or promotional packs are an inventive way of elevating the perception of 

your brand. Allowing the brand to break free from brand guidelines for a short period of time to 

deliver a proposition that differentiates from your core packaging and is disruptive at fixture.

Nivea Men have always embraced empowering men to be the best they can be. Making male 

skincare more acceptable was key for the brand, so leveraging their partnership with Liverpool FC 

was a perfect way to attract consumers through a more masculine proposition.

In collaboration with the brand we created two custom sized limited edition wash-bags. Using a 

tactics board as the design backdrop it alluded to making a wise and informed decision while naming 

the pack ‘Legends’ embodies football heroism and acknowledges the best selling line-up of products.

Nivea Men

Disrupt with a relevant promotion



8
Gift packaging is a great way for brands to engage new consumers, increase brand reach and drive 

incremental growth. There is a growing demand among consumers and the trade for different and 

innovative gift packs throughout the year, and it’s still a relatively untapped area for active lifestyle brands.

SiS were looking to drive value through gifting, but were unsure how a gift proposition would work in 

their category. With gifting, the buyer is not the end user, meaning gift packs need to appeal to both 

audiences - look appealing to the buyer, with a product mix they think the recipient would enjoy. 

We targeted two distinct sporting audiences to help make the gift packs feel more tailored and 

personal. Each pack had a diverse product mix ensuring the buyer believed the recipient would use the 

contents and represented good value for money, finally strengthened by a celebrity endorsement to 

establish trust. 

SiS

Engage through gift packs



9
Many active lifestyle brands are designed for impact on-shelf. So, when standard pack images are 

reduced to the much smaller sizes required for online, much of the key consumer information is lost, 

and brands often have to use supporting copy to explain key features and benefits.

This probiotic nutrition start-up had a few in-store listings, but quickly realised there was much 

larger consumer potential online, so with digital media being their shop window they wanted to 

ensure their products were visually as strong as they could be for this audience.

We identified key on-pack elements and re-orientated them to create a clear and simple hierarchy. 

Then enhanced important information, emphasising brand equities and SKU differentiation, creating an 

‘optimised’ version for use across all digital media, but still clearly recognisable as the core pack design.

Powerplant

Enhance your packaging online



But don’t just take our word for it, here's what our clients had to say...

Design Activity are a great team. They utilised their creative expertise underpinned with strong 

strategic thinking to achieve results that helped us drive sales. They take the time to understand 

each unique challenge to ensure the creative solution always hits the brief.

Ashley Read, Marketing Director, Science in Sport

Design Activity have such a significant knowledge of the gifting market. They have provided 

innovation and creativity and their designs have played a significant part in the year on year 

growth that Nivea Men has achieved.

Clare Wright, Gifting Manager, Beiersdorf

The team at Design Activity just got it. They understood exactly what we needed, and we couldn’t 

have been happier. The business has gone from strength to strength and having a professional and 

authentic brand identity has been a massive part of that.

Scott Morgan, Founder, Nutrivend

Collaboration delivers results

“
“
“



We deliver award winning big agency quality without the inflated prices.

Have a proven track record of achieving real commercial results for our clients.

Always go above and beyond to immerse ourselves in your world to understand your goals.

Are up front and clear on costs and timings so there are no hidden surprises.

There’s no design mumbo jumbo - we’re a down to earth bunch who say it like it is.

And if that’s not enough...

We’ve also demonstrated that we are vastly experienced in your category, which has provided 

us with indepth knowledge and invaluable expertise that we are able to bring to your next project.

5 reasons to give us a go



We’d love to discuss how we can
help you connect with your audience.

So give us a call or drop us an email.

0117 933 9400
kate@designactivity.co.uk
 
Together we can Make it Magnificent.


